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About This Document

About This Document
Overview
This guide describes the configuration of the Remote Electrical Tilt (RET) antenna. It is used
to help field engineers to correctly configure the RET antenna.

Intended Audience
This guide is intended for:


Field engineers



Maintenance engineers



Network planners

Changes History
08 (2014-03-20)
It is the eightth commercial release. Compared with the seventh release, the following
contents in this document are modified:
Content

Description

Table3-4 Configuration
specifications for RET antenna
with integrated RCUs current
alarm thresholds

Add the description about the antennas series-mounting

Appendix

Modify the A.1.5, change Querying the Downtilt Range
of the RET Antenna to Display the RET Device Data
Dynamic information. And change the new chart
description.

Appendix

Add A.1.6, about Modify the RET Device Data Dynamic
information

Appendix

Add A.3 the table about the frequency bands to the RET
device information.
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Data Files
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Add descriptions of Dual-NodeB Scenarios.
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Description

Configuration Preparations
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Scanning the RET Antennas
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Adding an RET Antenna

Add descriptions of RET antenna with integrated RCU.
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MML command reference
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maintenance terminals in different versions.

Turning on the power supply
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The configurations for RCU alarm thresholds are
modified.
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Description

Setting the Power Supply
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The Table of Configuration specifications for RCU
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Overview of configuration
data file

The names of the configuration data files are updated
according to the latest naming rules.
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Description

Setting the power supply
switch to the RET antenna

The specifications of the ALD undercurrent/overcurrent
alarms are deleted.

02 (2010-05-20)
It is the second commercial release. Compared with the initial release, the following contents
in this document are modified:
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Description

Overview of the configuration

Overview of the configuration is modified.

Typical configuration

The description of the record form of the series No. is
added.

configuration data file

The names of the configuration data files are updated
according to the latest naming rules.
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It is initial release.
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Contents

Overview of the Configuration

The RET antenna configuration indicates that the RET antenna is properly configured so that
it operates normally.

Application Scenario
The RET antenna needs to be configured in the following scenarios:


A new site is deployed.



The RET antenna is faulty.



The RET antenna is upgraded.

Overview of the Networking
RET antennas are classified into antennas with external RCUs and antennas with integrated
RCUs. In terms of an antenna with integrated RCUs, the RCUs has been installed in the
antenna, the antenna and RCU share the same cover. You cannot see the cover of the RCU.
Both types of antennas have two installation scenarios: regular (REGULAR) and daisy-chain
(DAISY_CHAIN).
In the regular installation scenario, only one single-band dual-polarization antenna is installed
in a sector and connects to one RCU. Figure 1-1 shows the regular installation scenario of an
RET antenna with an external RCU. Figure 1-2 shows the regular installation scenario of an
RET antenna with a integrated RCU.
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Figure 1-1 Regular installation scenario of RET antenna with external RCU

Figure 1-2 Regular installation scenario of RET antenna with integrated RCU

In the daisy chain scenario, antennas with multiple daisy chain RCUs or multi-band RET
antennas with integrated RCUs are controlled by one sector. Figure 1-3 shows the daisy-chain
installation scenarios of RET antennas with two external daisy chain RCUs. Figure 1-4 shows
the daisy-chain installation scenarios of dual-band RET antennas with integrated RCUs.
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Figure 1-3 Daisy-chain installation scenarios of RET antenna with external RCU

Figure 1-4 Daisy-chain installation scenarios of RET antenna with integrated RCU

Overview of Configuration Data Files
Depending on versions of configuration data files, the bin file can be named in the following
two formats.


Issue 08 (2014-03-20)
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Parameter ID

Parameter
Description

Example

HA

manufacturer code

None

Antenna model

Indicates the external
model.

ADU451604, ADU451700

Antenna frequency

Indicates the lowest
frequency in the
frequency range.

Set this parameter to 1710 MHz for
the frequency band ranging from
1710 MHz to 2170 MHz.

Version format

Represents
configuration data
files in different
letters.

A, B, C, D

Version

Is incremented by
1after each
configuration data
upgrade.

01, 02

bin

Indicates the
configuration data
file format.

None

Example:
The following table lists the example configuration data file name if the following conditions
apply:
Dual-frequency: DXX-790-960/1710-2690-65/65-16i/18.5i-M/M
Antenna model: ADU451604
Version format: C
Antenna Port

Configuration Data File Name

790-960

HA-ADU451604-790-C(01).bin

1710-2690

HA-ADU451604-1710-C(01).bin



HA-Antenna model-Minimum antenna frequency-Maximum antenna frequency-Antenna
port ID-Version format (Version).bin

Parameter ID

Parameter
Description

Example

HA

manufacturer code

None

Antenna model

Indicates the external
model.

ATR4518R4, ATR4516R0

Minimum antenna
frequency

Indicates the lowest
frequency in the
frequency range.

Set this parameter to 1710 MHZ for
the frequency band ranging from
1710 MHz to 2170 MHz.
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Parameter ID

Parameter
Description

Example

Maximum antenna
frequency

Indicates the highest
frequency in the
frequency range.

Set this parameter to 2170 MHz for
the frequency band ranging from
1710 MHz to 2170 MHz.

Antenna port ID

Is expressed in the
color-coding code,
including the color
ID and position ID
of an antenna port.

See section 3.13 Description of SNs
of integrated RCUs

Version format

Represents
configuration data
files in different
letters (only F and
later).

F

Version number

Is incremented by
1after each
configuration data
upgrade.

01, 02

bin

Indicates the
configuration data
file format.

None

Example:
The following table lists the example configuration data file name if the following conditions
apply:
Tri-band antenna:
DXXX-790-960/1710-2180/1710-2180-65/65/65-16.5i/16.5i/16.5i-M/M/M-R
Antenna model: ATR4516R0
Version format: F
Antenna Port

Configuration Data File Name

790-960

HA-ATR4516R0-790-960-r-F(01).bin

1710-2180 Top

HA-ATR4516R0-1710-2180-bT-F(01).bin

1710-2180 Bottom

HA-ATR4516R0-1710-2180-bbB-F(01).bin
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Introductions to the LMT

You can configure the RET antenna on the local maintenance terminal (LMT).
The LMT provides the MML commands for maintaining and configuring the RET antenna.
Figure 2-1 shows the main user interface (UI) of the LMT.
Figure 2-1 UI of the LMT

1: MML command navigation area

2: Command export area

3: MML Command editing area

4: Parameter input area

You can run the MML commands in the following modes to configure the antenna:


In Navigation Tree on the MML tab page, double-click an MML command, enter
parameters in the parameter input area, and then click
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2 Introductions to the LMT

In the parameter input area, enter a command in Command Input (F5), click

or

press Enter, specify parameters in the related parameter input area, and click
press F9.

or

Select a command from the History Command drop-down list, and click
F9.

or press

In the parameter input area, parameters in red are mandatory and parameters in black are
optional.

Issue 08 (2014-03-20)

1.

The maintenance terminal UI, MML commands, and operating mode vary slightly depending on
the NodeB version.

2.

For more information about how to run the MML commands and perform operations on the LMT,
see the online help of corresponding base stations on the LMT.

3.

This document describes how to configure MML commands only for BTS 3900 WCDMA
V200R013. Other BTS version MML commands, see MML Command Reference Table.

4.

This document describes how to configure the RET antenna only by entering commands in
Command Input (F5).
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3

Typical Configuration

RET antenna with integrated RCUs and RET antenna with external RCUs are slightly
different in configuration, so before configuration confirm the RET antenna type.


Procedure of RET antenna with integrated RCUs:
Step 1 Turning On the Power Supply Switch to the RET Antenna
Step 2 Querying the Operating Status of the RET Antenna
Step 3 Scanning the RET Antennas
Step 4 Adding an RET Antenna
Step 5 Loading RET Antenna Configuration Data
Step 6 Calibrating the RET Antenna
Step 7 Setting the Downtilt of the RET Antenna
Step 8 Querying the Downtilt of the RET Antenna



RET antenna with integrated RCUs has been loaded with related configuration data and
calibrated before delivery, so skip step 5 and step 6.

3.1 Configuration Preparations
3.1.1 RET Antenna with External RCUs Configuration
Preparations
The following operations must be implemented before the configuration of the RET antenna
with external RCUs:


Equipment hardware has been installed.



The record of external RCU series No. is attached in the RCU Installation Guide
delivered with the RCU. Fill in the record based on site conditions by equipment
installation engineers. Then, hand over the completely filled record to network
management system (NMS) administrators for remotely configuring RET antenna
parameters. The Figure 3-1 shows a completely filled recording form template.
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Figure 3-1 Recording Form of External RCU Series No.



The FTP server works normally and communicates normally.



The password of the specified FTP server must match the user name of the FTP server.
Make sure that the user has the authority to access the specified directory.



The LMT has started and the LMT works normally.



Configuration data files and equipment software are stored in the FTP server.

3.1.2 RET Antenna with Integrated RCUs Configuration
Preparations
The following operations must be implemented before the configuration of the RET antenna:


Equipment hardware has been installed.



The record of integrated RCU series No. is in the Antenna Installation Recording Form
with the antenna. Fill in the record based on site conditions by equipment installation
engineers. Then, hand over the completely filled record to network management system
(NMS) administrators for remotely configuring RET antenna parameters. The Figure 3-2
shows a completely filled recording form template.

Figure 3-2 Recording Form of integrated RCU Series No.
(1) RET SN is one-dimensional bar codes
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(2) RET SN is two-dimensional bar code



The FTP server works normally and communicates normally.



The password of the specified FTP server must match the user name of the FTP server.
Make sure that the user has the authority to access the specified directory.



The LMT has started and the LMT works normally.



Configuration data files and equipment software are stored in the FTP server.

3.1.3 Description of SNs of integrated RCUs
The SN of a integrated RCU contains 19 digits:



The first two digits indicate the manufacturer code , fixed as HW.



The third digit indicates integrated RCUs, fixes as M.



The fourth to seventh digits indicate the ITEM code of the antenna.
Obtain the last four digits of the ITEM code by default. For example, if the ITEM code is
27010994, obtain 0994.



The eighth digit indicates the ex-factory year.
For example, take 4 for the year of 2004. Starting from 2010, take the 26 English letters
to represent the year in sequence. A indicates 2010, B indicates 2011, and so on.



The ninth digit indicates the ex-factory month.
The value is a hexadecimal digit. For example, take 1 for January, and A for October.



The tenth to thirteenth digits are obtained at random.



The fourteenth to nineteenth digits indicate color-coding information.
Use the last or last several digits to show the band features and position of the antenna
port. Fill other digits that are not used with a random code.

Issue 08 (2014-03-20)
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In terms of an RET antenna with a integrated RCU, the fourteenth to nineteenth digits show
the band features and location of the antenna port.
The following describes the method of representing the band features:
According to the AISG Color Coding Standard, different colors are used to represent the color
rings of the antenna port based on its band features. The upper band edge of the antenna port
is represented in red, green, blue, and yellow in sequence from the low band to the high band.
Table 3-1 describes the mapping between the colors and the upper band edges of the antenna
port. In terms of a multi-band antenna, if the upper band edges of at least two antenna ports
are in the same range, a letter can be repeated.
Table 3-1 Mapping between the colors and the upper band edge of the antenna port
Upper Band Edge Range

Color (Abbreviation)

700 - 1000 MHz

Red (r)

1001 - 1700 MHz

Green (g)

1701 - 2300 MHz

Blue (b)

2301 - 4000 MHz

Yellow (y)

The following describes the method of representing the port location:
Use L, C, R, T, M, and B to represent the positions of arrays related to the antenna ports. For
details see Table 3-2 and Figure 3-3.
Table 3-2 Antenna array location definition
Array Vertical Definition

Issue 08 (2014-03-20)

Array Horizontal Definition

Abb.

Full Name

Abb.

Full Name

T

Top Array

L

Left Array

M

Middle Array

C

Center Array

B

Bottom Array

R

Right Array
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Figure 3-3 Antenna array location

Example
1.

Single-band antenna: DX-1710-2200-65-18i-M-R
ITEM code: 27010694
Manufacturing date: January 2013
Since a single-band antenna has only one RCU SN, according to the principle of
generating the SN for a integrated RCU, the following SN can be generated:
HWM0694D1025816762b


‘HW ‘indicates the manufacturer code.



‘M’ indicates that the RCU is integrated in the antenna.



‘0694’ in the fourth to seventh digits is the last four digits of the ITEM code.



‘D’ in the eighth digit indicates that the antenna is delivered in 2013.



‘1’ in the ninth digit indicates that the antenna is delivered in January.



‘0258 ‘in the tenth to thirteenth digits is obtained at random.



‘16762b’ in the fourteenth to nineteenth digits, ‘b’ indicates that the color of the
color ring of the antenna port is blue. The other five digits are obtained at random.
The single-band antenna works in the band range of 1710 MHz to 2200 MHz. The upper
band edge is 2200 MHz. According to the AISG Color Coding Standard, 2200 MHz is a
band between 1701 MHz to 2300 MHz. Therefore, the color of the color ring of the antenna
port related to the band range of 1710 MHz to 2200 MHz is blue that is indicated by the
letter b.

The following figure shows the single-band antenna port.
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Dual-band antenna: DXX-790-960/1710-2180-65/65-16.5i/18.5i-M/M-R
ITEM code: 27010993
Manufacturing date: January 2013
A dual-band antenna has two RCU SNs, according to the principle of generating the SN
for integrated RCUs, the following SNs can be generated:


The SN of the integrated RCU related to the band range of 790 MHz to 960 MHz is
HWM0993D1147212145r



The SN of the integrated RCU related to the band range of 1710 MHz to 2180 MHz
is HWM0993D1367258964b

The following is description of HWM0993D1147212145r:


‘HW ‘indicates the manufacturer code.



‘M’ indicates that the RCU is built in the antenna.



‘0993’ in the fourth to seventh digits is the last four digits of the ITEM code.



‘D’ in the eighth digit indicates that the antenna is delivered in 2013.



‘1’ in the ninth digit indicates that the antenna is delivered in January.



‘1472 ‘in the tenth to thirteenth digits is obtained at random.



In ‘12145r’ in the fourteenth to nineteenth digits, ‘r’ indicates that the color of the
color ring of the antenna port is red. The other five digits are obtained at random.
In terms of the band range of 790 MHz to 960 MHz, the upper band edge is 960 MHz.
According to the AISG Color Coding Standard, 960 MHz is a band between 700 MHz to
1000 MHz. Therefore, the color of the color ring of the antenna port related to the band
range of 790 MHz to 960 MHz is red that is indicated by the letter r.

The following is description of HWM0993D1367258964b:

Issue 08 (2014-03-20)



‘HW ‘indicates the manufacturer code.



‘M’ indicates that the RCU is built in the antenna.



‘0993’ in the fourth to seventh digits is the last four digits of the ITEM code.



‘D’ in the eighth digit indicates that the antenna is delivered in 2013.



‘1’ in the ninth digit indicates that the antenna is delivered in January.



‘3672 ‘in the tenth to thirteenth digits is obtained at random.



‘58964b’ in the fourteenth to nineteenth digits, ‘b’ indicates that the color of the
color ring of the antenna port is blue. The other five digits are obtained at random.
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In terms of the band range of 1710 MHz to 2180 MHz, the upper band edge is 2180 MHz.
According to the AISG Color Coding Standard, 2180 MHz is a band between 1701 MHz to
2300 MHz. Therefore, the color of the color ring of the antenna port related to the band
range of 1710 MHz to 2180 MHz is blue that is indicated by the letter b.

The following figure shows the dual-band antenna port.

3.

Tri-band antenna:
DXXX-790-960/1710-2180/1710-2180-65/65/65-16.5i/16.5i/16.5i-M/M/M-R
ITEM code: 27010994
Manufacturing date: January 2013
A tri-band antenna has three RCU SNs, according to the principle of generating the SN
for integrated RCUs, the following SNs can be generated:


The SN of the integrated RCU related to the band range of 790 MHz to 960 MHz is
HWM0994D1258314725r



The SN of the integrated RCU related to the TOP port of band range of 1710 MHz
to 2180 MHz is HWM0994D132653698bT



The SN of the integrated RCU related to the BOTTOM port of band range of 1710
MHz to 2180 MHz is HWM0994D17824167bbB

The following is description of HWM0994D1258314725r:


‘HW ‘indicates the manufacturer code.



‘M’ indicates that the RCU is built in the antenna.



‘0994’ in the fourth to seventh digits is the last four digits of the ITEM code.



‘D’ in the eighth digit indicates that the antenna is delivered in 2013.



‘1’ in the ninth digit indicates that the antenna is delivered in January.



‘2583 ‘in the tenth to thirteenth digits is obtained at random.



‘14725r’ in the fourteenth to nineteenth digits, ‘r’ indicates that the color of the
color ring of the antenna port is red. The other five digits are obtained at random.
In terms of the band range of 790 MHz to 960 MHz, the upper band edge is 960 MHz.
According to the AISG Color Coding Standard, 960 MHz is a band between 700 MHz to
1000 MHz. Therefore, the color of the color ring of the antenna port related to the band
range of 790 MHz to 960 MHz is red that is indicated by the letter r.

The following is description of HWM0994D132653698bT:

Issue 08 (2014-03-20)



‘HW ‘indicates the manufacturer code.



‘M’ indicates that the RCU is built in the antenna.
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‘0994’ in the fourth to seventh digits is the last four digits of the ITEM code.



‘D’ in the eighth digit indicates that the antenna is delivered in 2013.



‘1’ in the ninth digit indicates that the antenna is delivered in January.



‘3265 ‘in the tenth to thirteenth digits is obtained at random.



In ‘3698bT’ in the fourteenth to nineteenth digits, ‘b’ indicates that the color of the
color ring of the antenna port is blue, ‘T’ indicates that the position of array related
to the antenna ports is top array. The other four digits are obtained at random.

In terms of the band range of 1710 MHz to 2180 MHz, the upper band edge is 2180 MHz.
According to the AISG Color Coding Standard, 2180 MHz is a band between 1701 MHz to
2300 MHz. Therefore, the color of the color ring of the antenna port related to the band
range of 1710 MHz to 2180 MHz is blue that is indicated by the letter b.

The following is description of HWM0994D17824167bbB:


‘HW ‘indicates the manufacturer code.



‘M’ indicates that the RCU is built in the antenna.



‘0994’ in the fourth to seventh digits is the last four digits of the ITEM code.



‘D’ in the eighth digit indicates that the antenna is delivered in 2013.



‘1’ in the ninth digit indicates that the antenna is delivered in January.



‘7824 ‘in the tenth to thirteenth digits is obtained at random.



In ‘167bbB’ in the fourteenth to nineteenth digits, ‘bb’ indicates that the color of the
color ring of the antenna port is blue and it is the second blue color-ring. ‘B’
indicates that the position of array related to the antenna port is bottom array. The
other three digits are obtained at random.

The following figure shows the antenna port.

3.2 Turning On the Power Supply Switch to the RET
Antenna
You can run MOD RETPORT to turn on the power switch of the RET antenna and set the
current alarm threshold if the RCU connects to the RET port of the RRU.
You can run MOD ANTENNAPORT to turn on the power switch of the RET antenna and set
the current alarm threshold if the RCU connects to the RRU over the TMA or SBT.

Issue 08 (2014-03-20)
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This section describes how to turn on the power switch of the RET antenna when the RCU
connects to the RRU over the SBT.

Procedure
Step 1 In the parameter input area, enter MOD ANTENNAPORT in Command Input (F5), and
then click

or press Enter.

Step 2 In the parameter input area, specify related parameters.
The parameter values in the following figure are only for reference.
The alarm generation and clearance thresholds of RET antenna with external RCUs are
configured based on the number of connected RCUs. For details, see Table 3-3.
The alarm generation and clearance thresholds of RET antenna with integrated RCUs are
configured based on the number of connected RET antennas. For details, see Table 3-4.

1.

Cabinet No., Subrack No., Slot No. and Port No. are specified based on the
configurations of Huawei base stations.

2.

Current Alarm Threshold Type is recommended to be USER_SELF_DEFINE because the
current may increase during RCU calibration. The alarm generation and clearance thresholds are
configured based on the number of connected RCUs. For details, see Table 3-3 and Table 3-4.

3.

ALD Power Switch is ON.

Step 3 Press F9 or click
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If Succeed is displayed in the command export area, the RET antenna power switch is turned
on successfully. If the switch fails to be turned on, identify causes and reset the power switch.
Table 3-3 Configuration specifications for RET antenna with external RCUs current alarm thresholds
Power
Supply
Port

RET port
on the
RRU

Radio
frequency
port of
base
stations

Undercurrent
Alarm Occur
Threshold

Undercurrent
Alarm Clear
Threshold

Overcurrent
Alarm Occur
Threshold

Overcurrent
Alarm Clear
Threshold

10 x N

15 x N

100+100 x N

100+80 x N

10
20
30
40
50
60

15
30
45
60
75
90

200
300
400
500
600
700

180
260
340
420
500
580

10+10 x N

10+15 x N

200+100 x N

200+80 x N

20
30
40
50
60
70
TMA
Undercurrent
Alarm Occur
Threshold +
10 x N

25
40
55
70
85
100
TMA
Undercurrent
Alarm Clear
Threshold +
15 x N

280
360
440
520
600
680
TMA
Overcurrent
Alarm Clear
Threshold +
80 x N

One TMA + One RCU

TMA
Undercurrent
Alarm Occur
Threshold + 10

TMA
Undercurrent
Alarm Clear
Threshold + 15

One TMA + Two RCUs

TMA
Undercurrent
Alarm Occur
Threshold + 20

TMA
Undercurrent
Alarm Clear
Threshold + 30

One TMA + Three RCUs

TMA
Undercurrent
Alarm Occur
Threshold + 30

TMA
Undercurrent
Alarm Clear
Threshold + 45

300
400
500
600
700
800
TMA
Overcurrent
Alarm Occur
Threshold +
100 x N
TMA
Overcurrent
Alarm Occur
Threshold +
100
TMA
Overcurrent
Alarm Occur
Threshold +
200
TMA
Overcurrent
Alarm Occur
Threshold +
300

Antenna Feeder
Networking Mode
N RCUs in daisy chain
(N ≤ 6)
One RCU
Two RCUs
Three RCUs
Four RCUs
Five RCUs
Six RCUs
One SBT + N RCUs
in daisy chain
(N ≤ 6)
One SBT + One RCU
One SBT + Two RCUs
One SBT + Three RCUs
One SBT + Four RCUs
One SBT + Five RCUs
One SBT + Six RCUs
One TMA + N RCUs in
daisy chain (N ≤ 3)

Radio
frequency
port of
base
stations

TMA
Overcurrent
Alarm Clear
Threshold + 80
TMA
Overcurrent
Alarm Clear
Threshold +
160
TMA
Overcurrent
Alarm Clear
Threshold +
240

Note:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The data in the table is based on Huawei WCDMA NodeB and Huawei RCUs.
The TMA current alarm thresholds vary with the manufacturers and models. For details about the
TMA current alarm thresholds, see associated documents about the TMA.
The alarm thresholds in this table are applicable to the scenario where RCUs are calibrated one by one.
When the RCUs in daisy chain the total numbers of the RCUs is not more than 6.
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Table 3-4 Configuration specifications for RET antenna with integrated RCUs current alarm thresholds
Power
Supply Port

RET port on
the RRU

Radio
frequency
port of base
stations

Radio
frequency
port of base
stations

Antenna Feeder
Networking Mode

Undercurrent
Alarm Occur
Threshold

Undercurrent
Alarm Clear
Threshold

Overcurrent
Alarm Occur
Threshold

Overcurrent
Alarm Clear
Threshold

10 x N

15 x N

100+100 x N

100+80 x N

N RET antennas
in daisy chain
One RET antenna
Two RET antennas
Three RET antennas
One SBT + N RET
antennas in daisy
chain
One SBT + One RET
antenna
One SBT + Two RET
antennas
One SBT + Three RET
antennas

10
20
30

15
30
45

200
300
400

180
260
340

10+10 x N

10+15 x N

200+100 x N

200+80 x N

20

25

300

280

30

40

400

360

40

55

500

440

One TMA +N RET
antennas in daisy
chain

TMA
Undercurrent
Alarm Occur
Threshold +
10 x N

TMA
Undercurrent
Alarm Clear
Threshold +
15 x N

One TMA + One RET
antenna

TMA
Undercurrent
Alarm Occur
Threshold + 10

TMA
Undercurrent
Alarm Clear
Threshold + 15

One TMA + Two RET
antennas

TMA
Undercurrent
Alarm Occur
Threshold + 20

TMA
Undercurrent
Alarm Clear
Threshold + 30

TMA
Overcurrent
Alarm Occur
Threshold+
100+100 x N
TMA
Overcurrent
Alarm Occur
Threshold+
100+ 100
TMA
Overcurrent
Alarm Occur
Threshold+
100+ 200

TMA
Overcurrent
Alarm Clear
Threshold+
100+ 80 x N
TMA
Overcurrent
Alarm Clear
Threshold+
100+ 80
TMA
Overcurrent
Alarm Clear
Threshold+
100 + 160

Note:
1.
2.

The data in the table is based on Huawei WCDMA NodeB and Huawei RCUs.
The TMA current alarm thresholds vary with the manufacturers and models. For details about the
TMA current alarm thresholds, see associated documents about the TMA.
3. The alarm thresholds in this table are applicable to the scenario where RET antennas are calibrated one
by one.
4. When the antennas in daisy chain,
i.
If the antennas are single-band or dual-band RET antenna with integrated RCUs, the total
number of the RET SNs is no more than 6. For example, the dual-band RET antenna include
two integrated RCUs and that 3 such antennas can be in daisy chain.
ii.
When the antennas are tri-band or more band RET antenna with integrated RCUs, the
number of the RET module can not be more than 2.
iii.
If need more antennas in daisy chain, please contact the Huawei engineer before the
operation.

3.3 Querying the Operating Status of the RET Antenna
You can run DSP ANTENNAPORT to query the operating status of the RET antenna and
check whether the switch to the RET antenna has been turned on.
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Procedure
Step 1 In the parameter input area, enter DSP ANTENNAPORT in Command Input (F5), and then
click

or press Enter.

Step 2 In the parameter input area, specify related parameters.
The parameter values in the following figure are only for reference.

Step 3 Press F9 or click

.

If Succeed is displayed in the command export area, the actual current is queried successfully.
If the actual current fails to be queried, find related causes and query the actual current again.

3.4 Scanning the RET Antennas
You can run SCN ALD to scan RET antennas in the system.

Procedure
Step 1 In the parameter input area, enter SCN ALD in Command Input (F5), and then press Enter
or click

.

Step 2 In the parameter input area, specify related parameters.
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The parameter values in the following figure are only for reference.

Step 3 Press F9 or click

.

If Succeed is displayed in the command export area, the RET antenna is scanned successfully.
If the RET antenna fails to be scanned, find related causes and scan the RET antenna again.
RET antenna with external RCUs scan result

RET antenna with integrated RCUs scan result

An RET antenna with integrated RCUs can be configured with one pair of AISG ports or two
pairs of AISG ports. A quad-band, pent-band, or hexa-band RET antenna uses two pairs of
AISG ports.
RET antennas with integrated RCUs and one pair of AISG ports are applicable only to
single-NodeB scenarios. That is, if the RET antenna with integrated RCUs and one pair of
AISG ports is used, commands can be executed only on one NodeB to configure and maintain
the RET antennas.
For an RET antenna with integrated RCUs and two pairs of AISG ports
If only one pair of AISG ports are enabled, the RET antenna is applicable to single-NodeB
scenarios.
If two pairs of AISG ports are enabled, the RET antenna is applicable to dual-NodeB
scenarios.
In dual-NodeB scenarios, the SCN ALD command can be executed on both NodeBs.
If the RET antenna with integrated RCUs and two pairs of AISG ports is not configured, the
SNs of all integrated RCUs can be scanned on both NodeBs.
If some SNs are used to configure the RET antenna with integrated RCUs and two pairs of
AISG ports on a NodeB, only the unused SNs can be scanned on the other NodeB.
For details, see section 3.10 RET Antenna Configuration in Dual-NodeB Scenarios.

3.5 Adding an RET Antenna
You can run ADD RET to add RET antennas according to the scanning result.
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Procedure
Step 1 In the parameter input area, enter ADD RET in Command Input (F5), and then press Enter
or click

.

Step 2 In the parameter input area, specify related parameters.
The parameter values in the following figure are only for reference.

1.

Device No. is unique in a NodeB, value is form 0 to 53.

2.

Device Name are customized and are unique in a NodeB.

3.

The Vendor Code and Serial number are obtained through scanning.

4.

Antenna Scenario is configured based on actual physical conditions. In terms of an RET antenna
with a single external RCU, select REGULAR. In terms of an RET antenna with multiple daisy
chain external RCUs, select DAISY_CHAIN. In terms of a single-band RET antenna with a single
integrated RCU, select REGULAR. In terms of a multi-band RET antenna with integrated RCUs,
select DAISY_CHAIN. After DAISY_CHAIN is selected, must configure Vendor Code and
Serial No. correctly.

Step 3 Press F9 or click

.

If Succeed is displayed in the command export area, the RET antenna is added successfully. If
the RET antenna fails to be added, find related causes and add the RET antenna again.
Perform Step 1 to step 3 can complete one RCU added. If multiple RCU SNs are scanned( including the
external RCUs and integrated RCUs ), need to repeat step 1 to step 3 to achieve all RCUs added.

3.6 Loading RET Antenna Configuration Data
Skip this step for RET antennas with integrated RCUs because these antennas have been
loaded with related configuration data.
Perform this step for RET antennas with external RCUs.
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Run DLD RETCFGDATA to load the RET antenna configuration data. If the configuration
data matches the RET antenna, do not run any command to load RET configuration data.

Procedure
Step 1 In the parameter input area, enter DLD RETCFGDATA in Command Input (F5), and then
press Enter or click

.

Step 2 In the parameter input area, specify related parameters.
The parameter values in the following figure are only for reference.

1.

Operation Mode indicates the method of loading RET antenna configuration data. Operation
Mode can be SUBUNIT, CTRLPORT, SECTOR, or SITE as required. Recommended
SUBUNIT operate mode, do not recommend the SECTOR (sector) and SITE (entire base station)
operate mode.

2.

If you select "SUBUNIT" operate mode, Subunit NO. is fixed "1" because ALD equipment type of
RET antenna is a SINGLE_RET.

3.

After you save the configuration data on the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) server and specify a
server IP address, user name, password, and file path, the system can download the software and
configuration data from the FTP server.

4.

Source file indicates the full name of the configuration data file to be loaded, including the file
name extension.

5.

Enter a valid server address in FTP Server IP.

Step 3 Press F9 or click

.

If Succeed is displayed in the command export area, the RET antenna configuration data is
loaded successfully. If the RET antenna configuration data fails to be loaded, find related
causes, and load the RET antenna configuration data again.

3.7 Calibrating the RET Antenna
Skip this step for RET antennas with integrated RCUs because these antennas have been
calibrated before delivery.
Perform this step for RET antennas with external RCUs.
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You can run CLB RET to calibrate the RET antenna so that all supported tilt angles can be
correctly configured. Calibrating an RET antenna takes two to four minutes.

Procedure
Step 1 In the parameter input area, enter CLB RET in Command Input (F5), and then press Enter
or click

.

Step 2 In the parameter input area, specify related parameters.
The parameter values in the following figure are only for reference.

Step 3 Press F9 or click

.

If Succeed is displayed in the command export area, the RET antenna is calibrated
successfully. If the RET antenna fails to be calibrated, find related causes and calibrate the
RET antenna again.

3.8 Setting the Downtilt of the RET Antenna
Before you set the RET antenna downtilt, the RET antenna must be calibrated. You can run
MOD RETTILT set the downtilt of the RET antenna.

Procedure
Step 1 In the parameter input area, enter MOD RETTILT in Command Input (F5), and then press
Enter or click

.

Step 2 In the parameter input area, specify related parameters.
The parameter values in the following figure are only for reference.

1.

Operating Mode can be DEVICENO, NAME, CAST, or SECTOR.
DEVICENO indicates that the downtilt is configured based on RCU device number.
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NAME indicates that the downtilt is configured based on RCU names and that downtilt is
configured for each device once.
CAST indicates that the downtilt is configured in batches based on the cabinet number, subrack
number, antenna port number, and ALD type.
SECTOR indicates that the downtilt is configured based on the antenna number and sector
number.
2.

The unit of Tilt(0.1 degrees) is 0.1 degrees. That is, the entered value is ten times of the required
value. For example, when you enter 60 in Antenna Tilt(0.1 degrees), the target tilt is six degrees.

3.

The downtilt ranges supported by various vendors and of various models may be different. To
search for the downtilt range, run DSP RETDEVICEDATA. For details, seeA.1.5 Display the
RET Device Data Dynamic information.

Step 3 Press F9 or click

.

If Succeed is displayed in the command export area, the downtilt is configured successfully.
If the downtilt fails to be configured, find related causes and configure the downtilt again.

3.9 Querying the Downtilt of the RET Antenna
You can query the actual downtilt of the RET antenna by running DSP RETSUBUNIT. After
setting the downtilt of the RET antenna succeeds, you need to identify whether the actual
downtilt and the configured downtilt are the same.

Procedure
Step 1 In the parameter input area, enter DSP RETSUBUNIT in Command Input (F5), and then
press Enter or click

.

Step 2 In the parameter input area, specify related parameters.
The parameter values in the following figure are only for reference.

Step 3 Press F9 or click

.

If Succeed is displayed in the command export area, the downtilt is queried successfully. If
the downtilt fails to be queried, find related causes and query the downtilt again.
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3.10 RET Antenna Configuration in Dual-NodeB
Scenarios
A quad-band, pent-band, or hexa-band RET antenna with integrated RCUs uses two pairs of
AISG ports.
For an RET antenna with integrated RCUs and two pairs of AISG ports


If one pair of AISG ports is enabled, the RET antenna is applicable to single-NodeB
scenarios.



If two pairs of AISG ports are enabled, the RET antenna is applicable to dual-NodeB
scenarios.

In dual-NodeB scenarios, the SCN ALD command can be executed on both NodeBs.
Figure 3-4 shows the end cover of a quad-band RET antenna with two pairs of AISG ports.
Figure 3-4 End cover of a quad-band RET antenna

Figure 3-5 shows the diagram for an RET antenna with integrated RCUs in dual-NodeB
scenarios.
Figure 3-5 Diagram for an RET antenna with integrated RCUs in dual-NodeB scenarios
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In dual-NodeB scenarios, perform the following steps using related commands to configure
RET antennas on each NodeB.
Step 1 Turn on the RET antenna power supply switch.
Step 2 Query the RET antenna power status.
Step 3 Scan the RET antenna.
Step 4 Add an RET antenna.
Step 5 Set the downtilt of the added RET antenna.
Step 6 Query the downtilt of the added RET antenna.

In dual-NodeB scenarios, the time-consuming commands, such as loading software, calibrating antenna,
setting the downtilt, are not supported operating on both NodeBs at the same time. If these commands
executed simultaneously on both NodeBs, the NodeB which sends command latter may fail or returns
"busy". In this case, wait 2 minutes and then run the commands again.

The following uses a quad-band antenna with four RCU SNs as an example to describe
precautions during RET antenna scanning. Two NodeBs are represented by NodeB A and
NodeB B.
1. If the RET antenna with integrated RCUs is not configured, the SNs of all integrated
RCUs can be scanned with Configure Status set to UNCONFIGURED on both NodeBs.
Figure 3-6 shows the SCN ALD command output on NodeB A or NodeB B. Four SNs can be
scanned.
Figure 3-6 SCN ALD command output on NodeB A or NodeB B

2. If some SNs are used to configure the RET antenna with integrated RCUs by running the
ADD ALD command on a NodeB, only the unused SNs can be scanned on the other
NodeB.
For example, if two SNs are used to configure the RET antenna with integrated RCUs by
running the ADD ALD command on NodeB A, only two remaining SNs can be scanned on
NodeB B.
Figure 3-7 shows the scanning result on NodeB A. Four SNs are scanned. The value of
Configure Status is UNCONFIGURED for two SNs and CONFIGURED for the other two
SNs.
Figure 3-7 Scanning result on NodeB A
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Figure 3-8 shows the scanning result on NodeB B. only two SNs with Configure Status set
to UNCONFIGURED are scanned.
Figure 3-8 Scanning result on NodeB B

3. After all SNs are used to configure the RET antenna with integrated RCUs, only the SNs
used on a NodeB can be scanned on the NodeB.
For example, if two SNs are used to configure the RET antenna on NodeB A and the other
two on NodeB B by running the ADD ALD command, then only the two SNs used on NodeB
A can be scanned on NodeB A.
Figure 3-9 shows the scanning result on NodeB A. Only the two SNs used on NodeB A are
scanned with Configure Status set to CONFIGURED.
Figure 3-9 Scanning result on NodeB A

Figure 3-10 shows the scanning result on NodeB B. Only the two SNs used on NodeB B are
scanned with Configure Status set to CONFIGURED.
Figure 3-10 Scanning result on NodeB B

4. After the RMV ALD command is executed, the SNs of corresponding integrated RCUs
are released, with the value of Configure Status changed to UNCONFIGURED. For
details about how to delete an RET antenna, see A.1.7. The SNs with Configure Status
set to UNCONFIGURED can be scanned on both NodeBs.
For example, if two SNs are used to configure the RET antenna on NodeB A and the other
two on NodeB B by running the ADD ALD command, then NodeB A release a SN.
Figure 3-11 shows the scanning result on NodeB A. Two SNs are scanned. The value of
Configure Status is CONFIGURED and for one SN is UNCONFIGURED for the other
one.
Figure 3-11 Scanning result on NodeB A

Figure 3-12 shows the scanning result on NodeB B. Three SNs are scanned. The value of
Configure Status is CONFIGURED for two SNs and is UNCONFIGURED for another
one.
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Figure 3-12 Scanning result on NodeB B
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Appendix

A.1 RET Antenna Maintenance and Configurations
A.1.1 Loading RET Antenna Software
You can run DLD ALDSW to load RET antenna software. In single-NodeB scenarios and
dual-NodeB scenarios as long as a subunit loading software, all software updates can be
achieved.

Procedure
Step 1 In the parameter input area, type DLD ALDSW in Command Input (F5), and press Enter or
click

.

Step 2 In the parameter input area, specify related parameters.
The parameter values in the following figure are only for reference.

For details about the parameters, see the notes in 3.6 Loading RET Antenna Configuration Data.
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A Appendix

.

If Succeed is displayed in the command export area, the RET antenna software is loaded
successfully. If the RET antenna software fails to be loaded, find related causes and load the
RET antenna software again.

A.1.2 Querying RET Configurations
You can run the LST RET command to query RET configurations.

Procedure
Step 1 In the parameter input area, type LST RET in Command Input (F5), and press Enter or
click

.

Step 2 In the parameter input area, specify related parameters.
The parameter values in the following figure are only for reference.

Step 3 Press F9 or click

.

If Succeed is displayed in the command export area, the RET configurations are queried
successfully. If the RET configurations fail to be queried, find related causes and query the
RET configurations again.

A.1.3 Querying the RET Antenna Version Information
You can run DSP ALDVER to query the RET antenna version information, including device
type, serial No., software version, hardware version and protocol version.
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Procedure
Step 1 In the parameter input area, enter DSP ALDVER in Command Input (F5), and then press
Enter or click

.

Step 2 In the parameter input area, specify related parameters.
The parameter values in the following figure are only for reference.

Step 3 Press F9 or click

.

If Succeed is displayed in the command export area, the RET antenna version information is
queried successfully. If the RET antenna version information fails to be queried, find related
causes and query the RET antenna version information again.

A.1.4 Resetting the RET Antenna
You can run RST ALD to reset the RET antenna.

Procedure
Step 1 In the parameter input area, enter RST ALD in Command Input (F5), and then press Enter
or click

.

Step 2 In the parameter input area, specify related parameters.
The parameter values in the following figure are only for reference.
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.

If Succeed is displayed in the command export area, the RET antenna is reset successfully. If
the RET antenna fails to be reset, find related causes and reset the RET antenna again.

A.1.5 Display the RET Device Data Dynamic information
You can run DSP RETDEVICEDATA to display the RET Device Data Dynamic information
consist the downtilt range of the RET antenna and so on.

Procedure
Step 1 In the parameter input area, enter DSP RETDEVICEDATA in Command Input (F5), and
then press Enter or click

.

Step 2 In the parameter input area, specify related parameters.
The parameter values in the following figure are only for reference.

Step 3 Press F9 or click

.

If Succeed is displayed in the command export area, the downtilt range of the RET antenna is
queried successfully. If the downtilt range of the RET antenna fails to be query, find related
causes and query the downtilt range of the RET antenna again.
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A.1.6 Modify the RET Device Data Dynamic information
You can run MOD RETDEVICEDATA to modify the Device Data Dynamic information of
the RET antenna.

Procedure
Step 1 In the parameter input area, enter Mod RETDEVICEDATA in Command Input (F5), and
then click

or press Enter.

Step 2 In the parameter input area, specify related parameters.
The parameter values in the following figure are only for reference.
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1.

Whether the parameters can be modify is decided by type of the RET antenna.

2.

The Bands can’t be same in a one RET antenna.

3.

When run the MOD RETDEVICEDATA, if the RET is been setting down tilt or calibration, the
command will be configure to the RET after 2 to 4 minutes, so please run the command when the
RET is idle.

Step 3 Press F9 or click

.

If Operation succeeded is displayed in the command export area, the RET antenna Device
Data Dynamic information is modify successfully. If the RET antenna Device Data Dynamic
information fails to be modified, find related causes and modify Device Data Dynamic
information of the RET antenna again.

A.1.7 Deleting an RET Antenna
You can run the RMV RET command to remove the RET antenna.

Procedure
Step 1 In the parameter input area, type RMV RET in Command Input (F5), and press Enter or
click

.

Step 2 In the parameter input area, specify related parameters.
The parameter values in the following figure are only for reference.

Step 3 Press F9 or click
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If Succeed is displayed in the command export area, the RET antenna is deleted successfully.
If the RET antenna fails to be deleted, find related causes and delete the RET antenna again.

A.2 Acronyms and Abbreviations
Acronym or Abbreviation

Full Name

ALD

Antenna Line Device

MML

Man Machine Language

RCU

Remote Control Unit

RET

Remote Electrical Tilt

SBT

Smart Bias Tee

AISG

Antenna Interface Standards Group

A.3 The frequecy bands of the device information
Operating Band

UL Frequencies

DL frequencies

(UE transmit, Node B receive)

(UE receive, Node B transmit)

BandI

1920 - 1980 MHz

2110 - 2170 MHz

BandII

1850 -1910 MHz

1930 - 1990 MHz

BandIII

1710 - 1785 MHz

1805 - 1880 MHz

BandIV

1710 - 1755 MHz

2110 - 2155 MHz

BandV

824 - 849 MHz

869 - 894 MHz

BandVI

830 - 840 MHz

875 - 885 MHz

BandVII

2500 - 2570 MHz

2620 - 2690 MHz

BandVIII

880 - 915 MHz

925 - 960 MHz

BandIX

1749.9 - 1784.9 MHz

1844.9 - 1879.9 MHz

BandX

1710 - 1770 MHz

2110 - 2170 MHz
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